
Year 8 History
Key Terms 
Homework

World War I



New Words: World War I #1

Key Term Definition Image

World 
War I

The global conflict 
between 1914 and 
1918. The first 
‘modern’ war tanks 
and machine guns.

Military The army and navy –
fighting forces.  
[The Air Force was 
created towards the 
end of WWI].

Alliances Promises between 
countries to support 
each other in peace 
time and in conflict.

Colony The countries that 
make up an empire.  
European countries 
like Germany, France 
and England ‘colonised’ 
or took over foreign 
nations so that they 
could use their natural 
resources.

New Words: World War I #2

Key Term Definition Image

The 
Balkans

An area in 
Southwest 
Europe, containing 
Serbia and Bosnia. 

Nationalism Profound pride in 
and devotion to 
ones country.

Slav An ethnic group 
that originated in 
Russia.  Found 
across parts of 
Eastern Europe.

Annex To add territory by 
forcing a nation to 
become part of your 
own.  Usually illegal 
or against treaties.
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New Words: World War I #3

Key Term Definition Image

Archduke A senior member 
of the Austrian 
Royal family –
usually the son of 
the Emperor.

Assassination A politically or 
religiously 
motivated murder.  
Also, to kill 
another person 
for payment.

Sarajevo The capital city of 
Bosnia.

Terrorist Someone who incites 
fear and terror and 
uses violence to 
create political 
change.

New Words: World War I #4

Key Term Definition Image

Narrative When you tell a 
story.

Chronology The order in 
which things 
happen (the time, 
day, date or year).

Cause The reason why 
something (eg: an 
event in history) 
happens.

Consequence The result or 
effects of 
something 
happening.



New Words: World War I #5

Key Term Definition Image

Ultimatum A final demand 
backed-up by a 
threat or 
consequence.  ‘DO 
it or else!’.

Declaration 
of War

The formal and 
official
announcement 
that a country is 
going to war with 
another country.

Mobilisation When a country 
readies its’ army 
to fight.  This can 
involve moving 
troops to borders, 
etc.

Neutrality Not taking sides 
during a dispute.  
Remaining out of a 
fight / conflict / 
war.

New Words: World War I #6

Key Term Definition Image

The 
Western 

Front

The name given to 
the area of 
fighting in France 
and Belgium.

Trench A defensive position 
dug into the ground.  
Altogether there 
were 25,000 miles of 
these dug in France 
and Belgium.

No Mans 
Land

The area in between 
the opposing sides 
front lines.  Often 
covered in barbed 
wire and mines. 

Offensive A large scale co-
ordinated attack 
on the enemy.



New Words: World War I #7

Key Term Definition Image

Heavy 
Artillery

Large guns that 
fired large shells 
over long 
distances (up to 
14 miles).

Light
Artillery

Field Guns which had 
a shorter range but 
were easier to move.  

Side 
Arms

Weapons carried by 
soldiers.  These 
included rifles, 
revolvers, grenades 
and bayonets. 

Mobility How easy or 
possible it is to 
move something.  
How 
‘transportable’ it 
is.

New Words: World War I #8

Key Term Definition Image

Stalemate When both sides 
are equally 
matched and no 
one can win.

Strategy A plan or method. 
How the military are 
used and moved in a 
war or battle. Similar
to tactics.

Schlieffen 
Plan

The German war 
strategy in Europe.  
Once France was 
defeated (meant to 
take 6 weeks) troops 
were to turn and 
fight the Russians to 
the east.

Attrition Strategy of 
wearing down the 
enemy through 
continual attack 
and pressure.
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